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INTRODUCTION 

Real Techno Corp Plus is a DeFi crypto-currency token that is fronted on Binance Blockchain - BEP20, which 

is Launched by RTCP with an utmost dispense of 121000 ANT, it enables cross-chain to the possessors. Real 

Techno Corp Plus gives the top of line reliability on transactions during operating on Binance smart chain-

based Blockchain system. It is non-proprietary and decentralized, with the agreement accomplished utilizing 

proof of stake. It has been instigated with a robust concentration on decentralization and expandability and it 

allows absolute seclusion. Real Techno Corp Plus has a gigantic ecosystem that involves a launchpad, swap 

exchange, DeFi ecosystem, NFT marketplace, Gamefi, exchange, and many other elements to make the Real 

Techno Corp Plus well organized. So, Real Techno Corp Plus is the most indispensable part of the RTCP 

ecosystem. 

What is GameFi 

Decentralized games have constituents of DeFi. DeFi platforms have a game-way process. GameFi is a 

frankenword of decentralized gaming and finance that delineates a convergence of cryptocurrencies, non-

fungible tokens (NFTs), and the play-to-earn (P2E) gaming structure. The confluence of gaming and DeFi 

present in two procedures: 

1. Decentralized games having constituents of DeFi.  

2. DeFi platforms have a game-way process. 

While decentralized games are integrated with DeFi components to introduce financial paths for gamers, DeFi 

platforms are gamified with the target of creating financial services more enjoyable and connecting for the 

audience by utilizing board game/video game components like scoring, leaderboards, competitions, rewards, 

badges, avatars, and real-time response. 

Why is Real Techno Corp Plus a Gaming Token?  

Open :  You don't require to put in for any single thing or "open" an account. You just get way in by making a 

wallet. 

Alias :  You don't require to give your name, email address, or any personal details. 
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Adaptable :  You can progress your possessions anywhere at any time, without asking for authorization, or 

waiting for lengthy transfers to be accomplished, and spending costly fees.  

Fast :  Interest Rates and benefits often upgrade speedily (as swiftly as every 15 seconds), and can be 

outstandingly larger than old wall street. 

Crystal Clear :  Everyone included can observe the whole set of transactions (one's own companies 

hardly ever provide that type of liquidity). 

How does GameFi operate? 

GameFi is described by its "play-to-earn" business structure and generally indicates block chain-rooted games 

that provide monetary incentives to players. This denotes that players get financial rewards for playing these 

games and promoting them via their levels. The incentives obtained mainly involve NFTs, in-game tokens, and 

crypto currency. When players obtain in-game tokens, they can transform them into other more famous 

crypto’s like Ethereum and Bitcoin, which can then be exchanged for fiat currency. 

MISSION 

 To try on unlatching Real Techno Corp Plus capability and creating Real Techno Corp Plus uncomplicated 

to utilize. 

 

 To make Real Techno Corp Plus marketplace with all-around reach.  

 

 To give contemplation to the financial benefits and security of every individual participants. 

 

 To ease the capability of the purchaser-trader to transact a wallet in the most reliable way. 

VISION 

 To make Real Techno Corp Plus an international marketplace where purchasers and traders can 

purchase, sell, and trade RTCP in most dependable and protected manner. 

 

 To work out the alive issues of consumers in a way that create business trouble-free. 

Core Values 

Be Exceptional. We are productive and kind first and foremost. Our focal objective is to make cheerfulness in 

other lives. Be Humanitarian, we attempt to be as granting as we can feasibly be, supporting our circle as 
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much as we can. Be Crystal-Clear, we attempt to be guileless and communicative with our circle at every 

times, for the advantage of all. 

Environment 

Real Techno Corp Plus is an organization that targets to carry out revolution and originality in the gaming, 

DeFi, services, NFT, sports, forex, and crypto trading industry via its block chain technology. The environment 

of Real Techno Corp Plus is very wide and immense as it is rooted in BSC which makes it more indispensable 

for the people connected with the agriculture and food industry. 

Binance Blockchain Technology 

A decentralized non-proprietary software blockchain-based operating system with nimble-witted capacity, 

proof-of-stake postulates for its agreement procedure, and a cryptocurrency specific to the system called 

Binance is a decentralized, non-proprietary blockchain-based operating system (BSC). 

Operating of Binance Smart Chain 

Binance is established on a few indispensable conceptions, the most essential of which is decentralization. All 

data on the blockchain is entirely uncontrolled and is not under the administration of a central power. Content 

makers can obtain Binance in return for sharing their effort. Furthermore, developers can make their own coins 

on the Binance network. These tokens can then be utilized in the network's user-created decentralized apps 

(dApps). Binance's foremost token is utilized to back the freshly issued tokens. The network's eventual step of 

growth is to support Binance-based games. These games would be entirely decentralized, with users 

guerdoning authors straightly if they loved the game. Binance's agreement algorithm is designated to a 

deputed proof of stake. In this system, transactions are validated by 27 super assignees who are accountable 

for retaining the transaction history. Super assignees are selected every six hours and indemnified with a 

Binance coin made by the system. In every three seconds, a new block is annexed to the Binance blockchain. 

Advantages of Binance Blockchain 

Binance does not introduce a charge for asset transfers. It assists traders and purchasers via its fee 

transactions, encourages, and delivers the optimal business surrounding. The network can manage up to 2000 

transactions per second. Adaptability and the capability to transform online media are fortified by such 

transactional capability. This is the main achievement compared to Ethereum (25 transactions) or Bitcoin (3-6 

Transactions). You can make dApps. You can earn digital possessions by making a dApp on the network and 
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providing content on it. These can be in common Binance you made Binance backs that. As a consequence, 

you may be indemnified for your attempts in progressing the app and its content. If you don't want to make 

your own dApps, you can still explore the wide collection thus far made. 

Encourages Creators 

Binance trusts it is indispensable to aid content possessors more productively, and a network is an astounding 

option. Most possibly you will enjoy reading digital content. Because content makers allow you to be content 

while watching, it is only upright that they are indemnified properly for their attempts.  

Unnamed Transactions 

Transactions on the Binance network are unnamed, but only on the network independently. The operation of 

buying BND and the need of utilizing an exchange signifies that you will have to demonstrate your recognition 

to buy Binance tokens in the fiANT place. Transactions can, Although, be executed namelessly once on the 

network. Moreover, it should be acknowledged that all Blockchain reserves a record of all transactions that 

occur on the chain. As a consequence, no transaction can ever be genuinely nameless. 

Secured  

Real Techno Corp Plus has robust fame in the cryptocurrency sphere. The quantity of money disbursed by the 

organization on safety and the employees it has employed determines this, As with other cryptocurrencies, for 

the reason that it is a decentralized network, the person carries a gigantic reasonableness for shielding their 

tokens. With regards to the network as an entity, there has yet to be a safety infringement.  

Proof of Stake  

Observing as cryptocurrencies are decentralized and not managed by banks, they need a path to corroborate 

transactions. Proof of stake is a well-known technique (PoS). Proof of stake is an agreement procedure for 

cryptocurrencies. By wagering their coins, cryptocurrency possessors can check the latest transactions and 

annex them to the blockchain. This technique returns proof of work, the fiANT cryptocurrency agreement 

technique. Proof of stake has developed in prevalence as perturbs about the ecological influence of crypto 

mining have developed. Proof of stake is essential for cryptocurrency speculators. These are some instances 

of cryptocurrencies that utilize it. Possessors of a cryptocurrency can venture coins and make their own verifier 

nodes utilizing proof of stake structure. Staking is the activity of guaranteeing your coins to be utilized for 

transaction corroboration. They are secured while you stake your coins, but you can unstack them if you need 
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to trade them. When a block of transactions is set to be operated, the proof of stake agreement for the 

cryptocurrency chooses a verifier node to inspect the block. The verifier corroborates the correctness of the 

block's transaction. If this is the event, they annexed the block to the Blockchain and receive cryptocurrency as 

a bounty for their attempts. If a verifier brings forward annexing a block with inaccurate detail, they will be 

castigated by losing some of their staked belongings.  

Why Real Techno Corp Plus? 

Nought Human Factor- 

The human factor is not taken into contemplation. The smart contract is not hanged on anyone, and there is no 

path to avert the platform from operating. 

Referral Provides - 

There are no out-of-sight fees, and all funds are carried between members without the requirement of any 

mediators. The contract balance is always a minus number. 

Longevity of Conditions - 

Nobody has the power to disallow you from the platform for the reason that the contract does not comprise a 

contingency for such a limitation. 

Decentralization - 

In place of having controllers or directors in charge, there are only makers who are representatives of the 

group on the platform, just like everyone else.  

Immediate Transactions - 

Benefits obtained by other members are transferred straightly into your individual wallet. There is no cheap 

stake in the system, and all your profits are yours to reserve.  

Lucidity and Namelessness - 
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For the reason the smart contract code is common, anyone can see the entire background of all transactions. 

This makes certain that the situations are unmixed and the platform statistics are precise.  

Foundation 

Digital money-raising may also benefit from Blockchain, as foundations can obtain donations in a reliable, 

lucid, and international method without comprising to pay currency exchange shares. Contributions to aid 

organizations on Real Techno Corp Plus will be welcomed, and they will be managed safely and easily for the 

advantage of those who create them. 

Inducement 

You can make money in Real Techno Corp Plus by setting up new accounts with specific financial 

organizations and taking part in the digital token-centered economy encouraged by inducements. These 

inducements will not finish here, alternatively, you will be capable to gain from different other offers centered 

on your speculation and earning.  

Allocation of RTCP 

Token Name : Real Techno Corp Plus 

Short Name : RTCP 

Maximum Supply : 2,90,00000 

Technology Stack : BEP20 
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ROADMAP 

Q2 2022 

1) Whitepaper 

We will give an enumeration representation & details by utilizing Whitepaper so that interested speculators can 

obtain essential knowledge. 

2) Staking Program Instigation 
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For token possessors, it is a path for obtaining rewards by staking Real Techno Corp Plus 

3) Listing on secure platforms such as pancake swap, 

Q3 2022 

1) Listing on various platforms 

Q4 2022 

1) IDO, IGO & NFT 

we will introduce IDO, IGO & NFT launchpads to instigate the latest coins and crypto projects and elevate 

financial resources. 

2) Real Techno Corp Plus SWAP 

By utilizing this consumers can swap and work their token very effortlessly & get inducement for every swap.  

Q1 2023 

1) NFT Marketplace 

This will aid users to Purchase and  Sell their specific digital possessions. 

2) Blindbox Sell 

Out fiANT game NFT Blindbox will initiate for sale.  

3) NFT staking program 

For NFT possessors, it is a path of obtaining rewards for gripping NFT. 

4) Real Techno Corp Plus Gamefi 

Here more enthusiasm will come to the Real Techno Corp Plus community & play to earn game will begin. 

Q2 2023 
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The latest Road Map will comprise a trading exchange, a freelance platform, Real Techno Corp Plus 

Matelending, Real Techno Corp Plus blockchain & many more projects. 

What Is Decentralization? 

DeFi is a combined title for financial products and services that are obtainable to individuals who can utilize 

Ethereum - anyone having an internet connection. With the help of DeFi, the bazaars are open all time and 

there are no amalgamated officials who can hinder payments or refuse your way into everything. Services that 

were earlier moderate and at the peril of human error are mechanized and secure now that they've managed 

by code that anyone can examine and investigate.  

 An international, open replacement to the ongoing financial system. 

 Items that let you sponge, store, speculate, sell, and more.  

 Centered on non-proprietary software that can be operated by anyone effortlessly. 

Sharp-Witted Contract 

Binance Blockchain was created to smooth communications. It promises uncomplicated amalgamations with a 

vast variety of ultra-modern programming languages. Binance is created as a threefold system. It comprises a 

core layer, a storage layer, and an application layer. Impressively, each and every layer is upgraded to carry 

out a specific set of tasks. It is the core layer that supervises the handling of Binance sharp-witted contracts. 

Decentralized Finance or DeFi has emanated as a gigantic thing around the globe. It has the capability to 

produce excellent conclusions to each and everything if applied appropriately. In very less time, this technology 

has shown robust expectations and thus far produced very magnificent results in various sectors. The DeFi 

Binance token is the latest theory that is obtaining a lot of allurement and providing organizations an 

opportunity to be more productive.  

Initial Coin Offering (ICO) 

Initial Coin Offering has developed into one of those blockchain development services that require no 

representation or recognition. What began with a full of perplexity has now grown into one of the most loved 

and favored means of seeking support (funds) at this time. ICO has come to light as a blessing for every 

business person in recent years. With this extensive raising money program, you are capable to eventuate 

your business objective in an uncomplicated way. Although, getting affluence utilizing this mode is trouble-free 

said than carried out. Real Techno Corp Plus escalates the development of start-up businesses by providing 

tools and services that help in saving both time and amenities. 
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Real Techno Corp Plus Partner - Airdrop's  

Real Techno Corp Plus is a Blockchain-centred payment project that concentrates on creating inducement 

points frequently utilized as digital currency by ameliorating the current inducement points. However, the 

inducement points system is well organized in its present form, organizations have perils, an insufficiency of 

lucidity, and safety concerns with their centralized system for troubling and working inducement points.  

 Real Techno Corp Plus Airdrops Objectives: 

 A trustworthy, alike opportunity for many various people to get included. 

 Clear the way for tasks and cover extensive audience Airdrop receivers do not require the Real Techno 

Corp Plus. 

 Take no notice of any requests for your private key. 

Distribution of Coins 

Real Techno Corp Plus project concentrates on tokens as a mode to construct network impacts and aids in 

managing the network. The token sale is simply an inducement that can be utilized to clear the way for 

allocation and fundraising. It demonstrates how many assets buyers can obtain at each distribution stage. 

More information on how to make a token distribution block will be given in the next part. We are a reliable and 

decentralized project that provides affluence where it requires it to be. Some share of every transaction is sent 

to the foundation chosen by the group of Real Techno Corp Plus. 

Cooperations - Receiving Real Techno Corp Plus 

 Real Techno Corp Plus Gaming 

 Real Techno Corp Plus LMS 

 Real Techno Corp Plus DeFi Project 

 

Exchange’s listing Procedure 

 DEX-TRADE 

 Pancake Swap 

 LA-Token 

 Vindax 
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 Buyucoin 

Wallet Listing Procedure 

Bitcoins listing are very alike to our mobile wallets the place where we reserve our money and do transactions 

from that. While in Bitcoin the wallet we carry bitcoin and various cryptocurrencies. A Bitcoin wallet is a 

software application that enables you to restore and keep monitoring your bitcoins. A bitcoin wallet varies from 

an old wallet in that it carries bitcoin personal keys 

 Metamask 

 Trust Wallet 

 Token Pocket 

Techniques of Payment 

This is a catalog of some of the best cryptocurrency gateways obtainable in the market that welcomes Bitcoin 

and altcoins as payment. Aside from the Bitcoin payment procedure, some of the main currencies that these 

crypto processors can assist traders to accept involve Ethereum, Ripple, Litecoin, etc. 

 Real Techno Corp Plus 

 Binance 

 Bitcoin 

 Tron (TRX) 

 USDT (TRC-20) 

 Debit / Credit Cards 

Real Techno Corp Plus Games -  

Real Techno Corp Plus is an online gaming platform introduced by Real Techno Corp Plus network group, 

Crypto games are video games that operate on a cryptocurrency network and involve an entirely or partly 

distributed ledger architecture, giving players invincible possession over the virtual products comprised in the 

games. Online gaming, in specific, has become a multiplying ground for enormous transformation in this 

sphere. Developers are creating new techniques to influence crypto to buy and trade in-game products, 

cosmetics, and much more. The confluence of the virtual and real - our metaverse - has never been glanced 

so excellent. 
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Our Team  

The security problem is very essential in every sector and can infect the situation of a business and its 

accomplishment. Organizations require to take stairs to make certain that every user's files are safe and the 

account of the workers are operating with indispensable clients. To make certain that everyone obtains 

excellent service for obtaining security in their work sphere and private level.  Real Techno Corp Plus is 

contemplating employing experts who acknowledge every single thing related to protection concerns that might 

take place in the business sphere. With the support of experts, users can obtain solutions to their troubles 

effortlessly and do not have to think too much about their information. 

 

 

 


